Case Study
TouchIT Technologies at Marcellin College Randwick

The challenge
950-student Marcellin College Randwick was
looking for easy-to-use and versatile screens
for classrooms.

The solution
TouchIT Technologies’ 65-inch touch-enabled
LCD Duo panels have proved so effective that
the school has more than doubled an initial
order and has 15 of the screens.

The outcome
The screens’ ease-of-use and flexibility has
resulted in faster uptake by Marcellin teachers
than of any other display technology.

www.ingrammicro.com.au

“The take-up rate of the panels
has been greater than any other
technology we’ve introduced.
Their ease of use far outweighs
anything we’ve come across before.”
Garry McDonald, ICT Co-ordinator
Marcellin College, Randwick
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An IT manager can’t hope for
better endorsement of his or her
buying decision than seeing endusers putting their paws all over
the technology in question.
Garry McDonald, ICT co-ordinator at Marcellin College
Randwick, says teachers needed little encouragement
to get hands-on with more than half a dozen touchenabled LCD screens that the school bought in the
middle of 2012. After initial misgivings about sacrificing
whiteboard space for the wall-mounted panels from
TouchIT Technologies, the school’s staff quickly saw
their merits.
“The take-up rate of the panels has been greater
than any other technology we’ve introduced,” says
McDonald. As a result, by the start of the 2013 school
year, the college planned to have 15 of the screens.
McDonald, who teaches senior history as well as
handling IT at the 950-student Marist Brothers school
in Sydney’s eastern suburbs, says neither electronic
whiteboards nor data projectors can compare with the
convenience of the TouchIT screens.
“Their ease of use far outweighs anything we’ve come
across before.”
Bringing the screens to life is as simple as connecting
them to a laptop via an HDMI cable, with no software
drivers or settings to fuss with. A USB cable makes the
screens’ touch features available.

“The panel automatically detects that there’s a
computer connected and the screen comes up straight
away. There are no settings to take care of on the
laptop to tell it to project to the screen and there are
none of the calibration problems you can have when
connecting different laptops to electronic whiteboards.”
Electronic whiteboards would also come in for criticism
from staff for their complicated software. In contrast,
the TouchIT screens — which include Wizteach
educational tools — are mostly used to run the
teachers’ existing applications, such as Microsoft Word.
In effect, the panels perform a number of functions:
they act as television screens when playing DVDs; they
display static documents in the same way as a data
projector; and they enable interactivity via their touch
interface. Interactivity is proving a powerful feature in
the school setting, McDonald says.
“Word’s interactive features are being used a lot, in
particular the pen tools. Teachers can highlight or circle
sections of a document, write all over it, then save
it and make it available to students via the school’s
intranet.”
After Word, Microsoft’s OneNote free-form writing
application is the school’s next most-used interactive
application. With Office’s text recognition software,
what’s written on screen can then be converted into a
word processing document.
“We’re using whatever interactive features are in Office,”
McDonald says.
He describes the panels as being like 65-inch tablet PCs.
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“You can do anything on these panels — touch, drag,
enlarge — using the same gestures as you would on
an iPad.” Unlike an iPad, however, the TouchIT LCD Duo
models the school has allow two users to be working
on-screen at a time.

There are 26 screens in the TouchIT range, says
Andrew Upshon, AV manager at TouchIT Australian
distributor Ingram Micro, from 32 inches to 80 inches
in size diagonally. The screens are equally at home in
boardroom and classroom, Upshon says.

McDonald says it’s still early days for the school
in terms of developing collaborative uses for the
technology. However, collaboration among schools —
in the form of swapping notes about technology that
works or doesn’t work — means word of the screens’
usefulness is filtering through to other Sydney colleges.

You could call it the iPad effect.

“There’s been interest in the screens from other
Catholic Education colleges as well as independent
colleges,” McDonald says, with visits to Randwick by
both an independent and a Jewish school to see the
technology in action.
McDonald was sold on the screens by TouchIT reseller
Gentac, which specialises in the education market.
McDonald says Gentac grasps the fact that new
technology must be easy for teachers to use.
“I find it preferable to deal with a company that is
involved in educational applications and understands
that teachers will be frustrated if a laptop and screen
can’t instantly connect, or one laptop needs a particular
keyboard command and another requires something
different, or that teachers don’t want to be hunting
around for a missing remote control.”

“Everyone is playing with iPhones and iPads these
days and they’re getting used to the idea that you can
interact with the content on a screen without having to
use an interface device like a mouse or keyboard.
“The TouchIT screens fit in anywhere you have a crowd
of people who want to see the information and you
have a presenter — whether trainer or teacher. The
beauty of them is they are very easy to use.
“You can use gestures like pinch zooming with two
fingers and flinging an image across the screen using
your finger. People are starting to get used to these
concepts.”
At Marcellin College Randwick, they’ve taken the
TouchIT screens’ usability fully onboard, McDonald says.
“The take-up rate among the staff has been fantastic.”

With the TouchIT screens, none of those issues apply.
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